EMPOWERMENT THROUGH DESIGN TO CREATE A CHOICE NEIGHBORHOOD
¡Si no están en la mesa... están en el menú!"
“if you aren’t at the table... you’re on the menu!”
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revitalization of target housing site
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Greetings from Brownsville, Texas
downtown brownsville

buena vida development

matamoros, mexico
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On this Site

BUENA VIDA

A Low-Rent Housing Project
is being developed by

BROWNSVILLE HOUSING AUTHORITY

UNDER LOAN CONTRACT WITH

FEDERAL WORKS AGENCY

United States Housing Authority
listen and learn
Structural Deficiency: dwelling units do not feature any insulation and would require the installation of wall cavities further reducing the amount of livable/accessible space within the units.

Structural Deficiency: existing handicapped dwelling units would require significant and likely structural modifications to be fully compliant with the Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS).

The property reportedly does not meet current windstorm requirements for the local coastal area.

Structural Deficiency: The majority of sewer lines are clay pipe and reportedly causing regular sewer line backups, additionally the manholes reportedly do not allow for proper storm water drainage at the site.
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community campus

four villages

central park

sister parks
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Poinsettia Gardens at Boca Chica

2018 Tax Credit Award

partner and build

New housing projects coming to Brownsville

34 views • Sep 18, 2019
Greetings from Huntington W.VA.
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Memphis Tennessee Garrison

THE REMARKABLE

STORY OF

A BLACK

APPALACHIAN

WOMAN

EDITED BY

ANCELLA R. BICKLEY

AND LYNDA ANN EWEN

WITH A HISTORICAL AFTERWORD

BY JOE W. TROTTER
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Community Challenges: Physical, Social, Economic

Summary of Resident and Stakeholder Feedback from Community Meeting 1

In Meeting 1, neighborhood residents and stakeholders identified physical, social, and economic challenges facing the Fairfield community. The bars indicate the number of tables out of eight participating that identified a particular challenge.
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Teresa Johnson
Naomi Davis
Blacks in Green
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partner and build

Enhancing Spring Hill Elementary as a community center, while providing safer, more attractive access for families and children.
partner and build
Embracing streetscape improvements and establishing mixed-income housing, a new grocery store and an expanded A.D. Lewis Community Center in the heart of the community.
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Renovation of an existing neighborhood park to further enhance it as a local and regional community asset.
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"Strengthening of this vital neighborhood corridor through adaptive reuse of existing buildings as well as new mixed-use development on key sites."
partner and build
Re-purposing a vacant building to create a one-stop-shop for employment services, adjacent to new affordable apartments and renovated single-family homes.
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Adaptive reuse of the historic Memphis Tennessee Harrison House to create a new community space and anchor for the revitalization of the 10th Avenue Corridor.
Memphis Tennessee Garrison House Video
planning / action grants
+- $350k planning
+- $950k action project

implementation grants
+- $30m implementation funding
MILAM STREET KITCHEN INCUBATOR OPENS TODAY
GRAND OPENING KICKS OFF AT 10 A.M.
implementation
funding
Grand opening of Rockford’s The Grove at Keith Creek celebrates opportunity, community

Kameran Smith, 1, rides his toy bike around the house on Wednesday, Sept. 27, 2017. Since moving into The Grove at Keith Creek in August, Kameran’s mother says she believes her children are much safer, and that moving to a more central part of Rockford has given
HACB Empowering Residents through HUD’s Choice Neighborhood Program: Mrs. Laura Villarreal achieves US Citizenship

On behalf of the HACB Team, we welcome Resident Commissioner Laura Villarreal to the Board of Commissioners. Commissioner Villarreal has served as President of the Resident Advisory Board and is also currently the President of the Buena Vida Resident Association. Her leadership has helped Administration and HACB to diversify and grow the programs for the families that we serve. We look forward to our continued partnership with Commissioner Villarreal.
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thank you!

Adam Rosa, AICP
Principal
COLLABO Planning + Design
www.collaboplanning.com
adam@collaboplanning.com
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Wednesday, June 24, 2020